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Shower Anti-Legionella Filter 

Puretec Anti-Legionella Series

Thank you for purchasing a Puretec Anti-Legionella Filter. Your filter is a proven performer, 
manufactured from only quality materials and components. These filters are designed for metropolitan 
supply water. The Puretec Anti Legionella Filter cartridge needs replacing every 5,000 litres to maintain 
optimum performance. 

NOTE: Due to the ultra-fine filtration of the LPX Series it is recommended to install a 1 
micron filtration system prior to the LPX to avoid pre-mature blockage. 

LPX-SHOWER

 

Replacement cartridge code for LPX-SHOWER model: Puretec LPX-SHOWER-R

LPX-SHOWER Installation

1. Disconnect the existing shower head from the flexible hose by turning it in an anti-clockwise direction.
2. Remove the shower filter from the packaging and screw it onto the flexible hose in a clockwise direction. 

LPX-SHOWER Cartridge Replacement

1. Unscrew the shower filter housing from the flexible hose iby turning it anti-clockwise.
2. Unscrew the filter housing from the shower filter head by turning it anti-clockwise.
3. Unpack from packaging and screw the replacement cartridge clockwise onto the shower head.
4. Reattach the flexible hose to the filter housing in a clockwise direction.
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Inline Anti-Legionella Filter

LPX-INLINE

Re-order code for Anti-Legionella Inline Filter: Puretec LPX-INLINE

LPX-INLINE Installation 

1. Disconnect the existing flexible hose from the water mixer
2. Remove the inline filter from the packaging and connect the top (female to female) adaptor to the water mixer.
3. Connect the bottom adaptor (male to male) to the flexible hose. To ensure the flow direction is correct, the female 

adaptor must be connected to the mixer or incomming water supply. 

LPX-INLINE Cartridge Replacement

1. Disconnect the filter housing from the water mixer and the flexible hose. 
2. Unscrew the top and bottom adaptors from the filter housing. Make sure you keep the adaptors.
3. Remove the replacement filter from the packaging, connect the adaptors to the new filter housing. The female 

adaptor connects to the thinner end of the filter housing. 
4. Re-connect the filter to the water mixer and flexible hose. 
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Tap Anti-Legionella Filter 

LPX-TAP

Replacement cartridge code for LPX-TAP model: Puretec LPX-TAP-R

LPX-TAP Installation

1. Remove the tap filter from the packaging. 
2. MIXER TAP INSTALLATION:  Screw in the tap connector nut onto your existing mixer tap. Ensure the rubber O-ring 

is in place. SHOWER HEAD INSTALLATION: Unscrew the existing shower head from the flexible hose and use one 
of the adaptors in the package (whichever fits your hose) to connect the filter to the hose.

LPX-TAP Cartridge Replacement

1. Unscrew the filter cartridge anti-clockwise from the sprayer.
2. Remove from packaging and insert new filter cartridge by screwing into the sprayer in a clockwise direction.
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Installation Note: A water filter system/tap, like any product, has a limited life and may eventually fail. Also 
sometimes failure happens early due to unforeseen circumstances. To avoid possible property damage, this 
product should be regularly examined for leakage and/or deterioration and replaced when necessary. A drain 
pan, plumbed to an appropriate drain or outfitted with a leak detector, should be used in those applications 
where any leakage could cause property damage, and/or the water supply should be turned off if no one is 
home/present. 
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